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ketteQ’s Service Parts Planning software predicts part demand and plans

inventory at all locations across the network, from DCs to field/remote locations

such as trucks, dealers, and 3PLs. Inventory ordering, return/repair,

replenishment, and balancing plans are trigger point decisions or time-phased

plans. 

Predict Demand With Ease

SERVICE PARTS PLANNING

Improved Part Availability and Fill
Rates 

Increased Customer Satisfaction and
Sales 

Lower Expediting Costs 

Reduced Obsolescence 

Increased Productivity 

Improve Fill Rates with

Built on Salesforce and AWS,

ketteQ is the only

comprehensive planning

solution that seamlessly

synchronizes sales forecasts

and orders with available

inventory and capacity for the

most accurate plan to improve

visibility, control, and situation

management resulting in

greater customer service and

revenue. 
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ketteQ has done all the groundwork for you so that you can reap the benefits.  Let us
show you how you can elevate your existing Supply Chain planning & execution. To
learn more about our products and services, visit us ketteq.com/contact.   

Plan Inventory Across
Your Network

By utilizing AI / ML analytics, ketteQ set

inventory plans for every product, across the

network, that optimized the product mix

and echelon relationships. The advanced

analytics then carries into the replenishment

plan that considers the timing and mixes

needed to best accommodate supply

capacity constraints and lead times. The

result is a plan that coordinates all

stakeholders across the network to deliver

the best results for sales and finance.

Built on an architecture that leverages

Salesforce and AWS clouds, ketteQ is not

only secure and scalable but easily

integrates with an organization's existing

ERP, CRM, TMS, and legacy systems to

deliver connected intelligence across

regions, departments, and even external

stakeholders.

GREATER VISIBILITY | OPTIMAL DECISION MAKING 

Demand forecasts by part
and location 
Inventory level
setting across the network 
Part transfer and
replenishment orders 
Trigger point and time-
phased order plans 
Repair versus buy planning 
Inventory monitoring and
configurable alerts  
Scenario modeling
management 

Field inventory
management 
New product and end-of-
life planning 

FEATURES

 


